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Abstract

Motivation: Multi-label image recognition is challenging 
due to large variations in the size and spatial location of 
objects, even harder when objects are occluded and 
small.

Masked Supervised Learning (MSL)

Results
Outperforms SOTA methods on VOC2007, MS-COCO and WIDER-Attribute.

Robust to heavily masked inputs; would be good at occlusions naturally.

Specific Problem: Existing methods are complex in terms 
of both model and data; they do not explicitly address 
problem of small objects and occlusions

Model
● Multiple stages of training
● Combination of multiple learnable networks
● Relies on large language models

Data:
● High input resolution
● Complex data augmentation
● Additional data

Masked Branch (MaBr) aims to learn context based 
representation; Label Consistency (LaCo) models label 
co-occurrence.

Better than self-supervised method; better at heavy masking; generic and 
applicable to any model architecture.

Conclusion
MSL is a simple yet effective single-stage, model-agnostic learning paradigm using 
masking. Use context on both image- and label-level to infer presence of multiple 
objects, even in cases where object are small and occluded. 

Compare to recent methods, MSL does not require:
● multiple stages of training, combination of multiple networks, reliance on large 

language models (LLMs)
● high input resolution, complex data augmentation strategies, additional data 

for pretraining

masks are sampled from 
Irregular Masks Dataset
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“simulate” occlusions
image with partial input
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MaBr: uses nearby non-masked regions 
around objects to make predictions for 

partly visible/masked objects

LaCo: learn a distribution of association 
across different classes

“use context to infer presence of a class”

TLDR: MSL is a simple and effective single-stage model-agnostic learning paradigm for visual learning tasks. It is 
similar to how us humans use context to perceive the visual world. Do try it!


